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This workshop

These skills are used in nearly every job and in daily life. They also allow us to learn 

new skills and to adapt to changes. Improving your skills can help you to build a 

good life for yourself.

You can also take these courses on ABCskillshub.ca

This workshop deals with communication skills.

Communication is key to almost everything we do. Have you spoken with anyone 

today? Did you write a note to remind yourself to do something later? Then you’ve 

already started communicating. Every time you speak, listen, read, or write — and 

even sometimes when you move — you’re communicating!  

In this workshop, you’ll think about your communication skills. You’ll think about 

your strengths and areas to work on. You’ll learn how to be a better communicator 

with everyone you meet.

• Collaboration

• Time Management

• Adaptability

• Stress Management

• Reading

• Writing

• Numeracy

• Digital

• Problem Solving

• Confidence

• Communication

• Creativity and Innovation

• Motivation

• Attitude

• Accountability

• Presentation

The program helps you build your skills for learning, work, and life, which 

include:

Welcome to UP Skills for Work!

https://abcskillshub.ca
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What is communication?

Communication is when you use sound, 
words, images, and movements to share 
your ideas and feelings with other people.

Communication is saying or writing something to another person or a group of 

people. Telling someone else what you’re thinking or feeling is communication. It’s 

also listening to what others say or reading what they write. 

We can also communicate without using words. Paintings and street signs use 

images to communicate. Smiling, waving your hand, crying, and rolling your eyes 

are some other ways to communicate.
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We communicate all the time with many people for different reasons. 

• We ask a friend for answers, advice, or support 

• We share our ideas, feelings, or stories with a coworker 

• We work with a partner to build something or to solve a problem

When we have strong communication skills, it’s easier to:

• Find and share information

• Start and continue relationships

• Express our feelings and needs

• Meet our communication goals

Why are communication skills important? 

Our communication goal is what we want to happen 
after we communicate. Wanting to solve a problem 
together with a team is a communication goal. Getting 
an answer to a question is another goal.

Communication is an important skill in all areas of life. Being able to 

communicate well can help us do better at work and in our relationships. If 

you’re good at communicating, it’s easier to tell your family and friends how 

you’re feeling. If you can communicate well with customers to find out what 

they need, you might get a promotion at work. 

If you’re worried about your communication skills, that’s okay! Becoming a 

better communicator is something you can do at any age. It’s never too late to 

build strong communication skills.
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Getting started

How do you feel about your communication skills? An honest assessment will 

help you understand your strengths. It will also help you figure out what you’d 

like to improve.

Choose the statement that sounds most like you.

I’m confident in my communication skills. I can usually understand 

others and help them understand me.

I’m pretty good at communicating, but sometimes I get frustrated. 

It’s hard to talk about complicated ideas and feelings.

I feel like it’s hard to understand people, and I can’t get people to 

understand me.

None of the above. Here’s my situation:

Activity
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Building communication skills

In this workshop we’ll talk about skills to help you communicate better in everyday 

life:

• Being a good listener

• Using more than just words

• Getting prepared

• Respecting others

• Avoiding miscommunication

Some people can do all of these things well. Others are good at some types of 

communication, but not others. You might be a great listener, but you might feel 

nervous about public speaking. It’s normal to have strengths and weaknesses. 

We’re all different, and that’s okay. Some communication skills might be more 

important to us than others. The important thing is that you develop the 

communication skills that you need for your own life.

Think about how you communicate in your daily life.

•  When is it easy for you to communicate with other people? When is it hard?

•  Are there times when you enjoy communicating? Are there other times when 
you avoid it?

•  What does being a good communicator mean to you? What does it look like? 
What does it feel like?

Ask yourself...
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Being a good listener

Listening is one of the most important parts of communication. It can also be one 

of the hardest. Sometimes we have to communicate in loud places with lots of 

distractions. That can make it hard to focus on what another person is saying. It’s 

also easy to get excited about what you want to say next and forget to listen to 

others. 

Active listening is a great way to make sure that we’re listening and understanding 

when other people communicate with us. Learning some active listening skills can 

make it easier to pay attention and remember what someone is saying.

Active listening is focusing on what 
a person is saying and doing to make 
sure you understand and remember. 

It’s good to double-check that you understand what someone wants to communicate 

to you. Making sure you understand what they said makes it easier to know how to 

answer or what to do next.

There are lots of different ways to be an active listener.  

You could try:

• Writing down the most important things you hear

• Asking questions about anything you didn’t understand

• Repeating back what the person said 

• Checking that your attention is focused on what you hear or read
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Sometimes it can be hard to focus or hear what other people are saying. This might 

happen at work, but it can also happen at home or in other places. 

•  Have you ever worked in a place where it was hard for you to focus or hear 
what other people were saying?

•  What strategies did you use to communicate at that job?

•  What could go wrong if Connor guesses wrong about how long to  
leave the hair dye on?

•  What else can go wrong at work if we don’t hear or understand what  
other people say?

• What could Connor do next time?

Let’s talk about it

Meet Connor
Connor works at a salon where he’s training to become a full-time hair 

stylist. His manager is teaching him about dying hair. Timing is important 

to get the colour right. You can’t leave the dye on too long or wash it off 

too soon, or the colour will be wrong. 

One day, Connor’s manager Radna tells him she has to leave the salon to 

run an errand. She asks Connor to wait 30 minutes before washing the 

dye out of a customer’s hair. But with the loud noise from hair dryers 

and music on the radio, Connor isn’t sure if she said 30 minutes or 40 

minutes. He decides to just guess, and he hopes it will work out okay.
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Activity The best way to become a better active listener is to practice.

1.  Think about something you know how to do well. It could be making a grilled 
cheese sandwich, fixing a hole in drywall, or applying perfect eye makeup. Try 
not to pick something too complicated. 

2.  Find a partner and ask them to explain how they do their skill. Listen carefully 
and actively. You might want to take notes in the space below,  
or ask questions as they explain the skill. 

3.  Use your notes to help you explain to your partner how to do their skill. When 
you finish, ask them how you did. Did you get all the steps right? Did you 
forget anything?

4.  Switch roles and explain to your partner how to do your skill. Make sure you 
include all of the important steps.

5.  Ask your partner to explain how to do your skill. Listen as they describe it, and 
give them feedback on any steps they missed.
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Using more than just words

When we think about communicating well, we usually think most about the words 

we’re hearing and the words we plan to say. But good communication involves more 

than just words. You communicate with your whole body. 

When we communicate with other people, we often use words. But we also use non-

verbal communication like facial expressions and body language. 

Non-verbal communication is what you share 
without using words. For example, smiling and 
crossing your arms are two types of non-verbal 
communication. 

Facial expressions are the movements and 
positions of our face, like smiling or rolling our 
eyes. We might know we’re making a facial 
expression, or we might make one without 
realizing what our face is communicating.

Body language is how we communicate with the 
movements of our bodies. Putting your hands on 
your hips is an example of body language.

Our non-verbal communication should match what we say with words. If we say one 

thing with our words but our non-verbal communication says something different, 

the person we’re communicating with might not understand.
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Non-verbal communication can change depending on:

• The setting it happens in

• The communicator’s culture 

• The communicator’s personality

•  Whether the communicator knows what they’re communicating  
without words

Understanding non-verbal communication can be hard. Some facial expressions are 

universal, like a smile. But lots of facial expressions and body language can mean 

different things to different people. For example, crossing your arms over your chest 

could mean you’re feeling cold, bored, or angry. Or it might just mean that your 

arms are comfortable there! 

A lot of non-verbal communication is shaped by culture. If you and the person you’re 

communicating with are from different cultures, it could be harder to understand 

each other’s non-verbal communication style. Learning about the culture of people 

you communicate with can help you to understand what they’re really saying.

Being able to understand non-verbal communication is a skill. And like other skills, 

you can practice to get better at it.

Tips for understanding non-verbal communication:

1. Remember that people communicate in different ways.

2.  When you’re communicating with someone, watch their facial 
expressions, eye contact, hand and foot movements, back and arms, 
and how they move their body.

3.  If someone’s words and non-verbal communication don’t seem to 
match, ask a question to understand how they feel.

4.  Pay attention to how you feel when you’re communicating. Think about 
how your feelings might affect your non-verbal communication.
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Meet Leo

Leo’s boss asked him to make a short presentation to the senior 

managers to tell them about a new plan he created to help his team 

work more efficiently. Leo asks some of his coworkers to listen while he 

practices to make sure he includes all the right information. 

Leo is worried about whether people in the back of the room will 

hear him, so he speaks very loudly. As he talks, it’s hard to remember 

the things he wants to say. When he’s concentrating, he can feel his 

shoulders rise, his eyebrows come together, and his eyes close a little 

bit. When he finishes, one of his coworkers says, “The information is 

great, but why are you so angry?”

Leo’s presentation included verbal and non-verbal communication.

• Why did Leo’s coworkers think he was angry?

• Can you understand why they thought he was angry?

•  How could Leo change his body language and facial expressions to help his 
audience understand him better?

Let’s talk about it
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Activity The way we communicate and the words we use can help or hurt our 

communication goals. In the table below, write down the words, body language,  

and facial expressions you would use to communicate in each situation.

With a partner or group, talk about the communication choices you made and why 

you made them. Remember, everyone communicates differently, so other people 

might have written down different things. That’s okay!

Your communication 
goal

Verbal  
communication

Non-verbal  
communication

Greeting a customer 
who enters your shop.

Congratulating a 
coworker who did a 
good job.

Apologizing when you 
know you were wrong.
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Getting prepared

We communicate better when we know what we want to say and how we want to 

say it. That’s why it’s a good idea to be prepared before we start communicating. 

How much preparation you need depends on what and where you’re 

communicating. If you’re giving a presentation to a group of people, you might 

spend a long time preparing. You would want to think carefully about what to say 

and how to help people remember important information. 

You probably wouldn’t prepare that much to call your best friend and wish them a 

happy birthday. Since you’re the communicator, you get to decide how prepared you 

need to be.

Whether you’re planning to speak to a group or just one other 

person, here are some tips that can help you plan what you want 

to say:

• Set your communication goal

• Choose the most important things you want the listener to understand

•  Write down the most important things. Bring your notes with you when 
you’re communicating

• Keep your message short and clear

• Ask your audience if they understand

•  Choose a time to communicate when your audience is prepared and 
able to listen
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Meet Faiza

Faiza’s manager asked her to give a safety presentation at work. Faiza 

knows this is an important job. Following the safety rules helps make 

sure people don’t get hurt. Faiza wants to make sure her presentation is 

a success and that everyone understands the rules. She starts by thinking 

about what she can do before, during, and after the safety presentation to 

make sure everyone learns the information.

Think about how Faiza could make sure everyone understands her 

presentation.

You can learn a lot about how to prepare for communication with others by thinking 
about what you’ve seen, heard, or done in the past.

•  Do you know someone who communicates really well? What makes them a 
good communicator?

•  How do you think that person prepares before they communicate with others?

•  Have you ever seen something go wrong because of bad communication? 
What would have helped things go better?

Let’s talk about it

Before the presentation  
she could:

During the presentation  
she could:

After the presentation  
she could:
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You show you respect someone when you 
treat them fairly and help them feel included.

“I” statements start with the word “I” and describe how 
you feel. They show how someone else’s communications 
or actions affect you, and can make it easier to talk about 
conflicts.

“You” statements start with the word “you” and describe 
what someone else is saying or doing. They can sound like 
accusations, and can make it harder to talk about issues. 

Respecting others
Good communicators treat everyone with respect. 

Respecting others means remembering that communication isn’t just about you. 

It’s about other people, too. A good communicator makes everyone feel included. 

You can make sure that your communication includes everyone by:

•  Offering people who are shy or don’t speak much a chance to join the 
conversation

•  Actively listening to the person who is speaking, instead of thinking 
about what you want to say next

• Discussing problems calmly without looking for someone to blame

•  Using “I” statements rather than “You” statements when you disagree 
with someone

•  Avoiding topics of conversation that make people feel uncomfortable or 
excluded, especially at work
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Communicating with respect
When you’re frustrated or angry, it can be hard to stay calm. You might want to 

yell, roll your eyes, or use words that aren’t polite. Those actions might make it 

harder for someone to understand what you’re saying or to respond in the way 

you want them to. 

Let’s look at some situations where it might be hard to find a respectful way to 

communicate. Practicing now can make it easier to deal with these problems. Try 

using “I” statements instead of “You” statements.

What happened What you could say

Your coworker sings 
loudly all day

I have trouble staying focused when you sing.   
It would help me a lot if you could only sing on  
break times.

Your child lost their 
brand-new coat 

Your manager blames 
you for a problem at 
work, but your coworker 
caused it

Your spouse or 
roommate left their dirty 
dishes in the sink again

Your friend interrupts 
you when you’re in the 
middle of a sentence
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Be considerate
When you’re communicating, you can usually tell when it’s your turn to speak and 

listen by being considerate. 

Elise’s manager asks her to give a training presentation to new 

employees at work. Her manager tells her to talk for 30 minutes and 

then let people ask questions for 10 minutes. 

Elise is so excited to tell the new employees everything she knows that 

she talks for the whole 40 minutes. There’s no time left for anyone to 

ask questions.

Meet Elise

Being considerate means that you care 
as much about the needs of others as 
you do about your own needs.

When you speak and listen in a considerate way, you’re more likely to communicate 

well. You’ll also make the people around you feel more comfortable. 

• What was Elise’s communication goal? Did she meet her goal?

• Was Elise considerate with the new employees?

• How could Elise have prepared better for her presentation?

Let’s talk about it
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Avoiding miscommunication

Communication is a skill that takes practice, time, and effort. The more you do it, 

the better and more comfortable you will feel. 

It’s helpful to remember that communication mistakes are common. Even 

communication experts have to worry about miscommunication. 

Miscommunication is when communication 
goes wrong so the listener doesn’t understand 
what the communicator was trying to say. 

Lots of different things can lead to miscommunication.

You might have problems trying to communicate when you are: 

• In a loud or distracting place

• In a hurry

• Not sure what tone or words to use

• Frustrated, angry, afraid, or hungry

•  Communicating with someone whose language or culture is different from yours

• Not sure about what you want to communicate
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Act fast
When you have a miscommunication, it’s important to take time to fix it. Not fixing 

it can cause problems and make it hard to move forward. Problems caused by 

miscommunication often get worse if you don’t fix them quickly. The sooner you 

can clear up the problem, the better.

It’s not always easy to know what to say when you think there’s been a 

miscommunication. 

Even though we all deal with miscommunication, it can be hard to fix things when 

they’ve gone wrong.

•  Why do you think it’s important to fix miscommunications as soon as possible?

• Is it easy or hard for you to admit when you’ve made a mistake?

•  What would you want someone to do if they realized you miscommunicated 
with them?

• Is it always someone’s fault when miscommunication happens?

Let’s talk about it

Here are some things you could try saying:

• Can you repeat that? I’m not sure I got everything the first time.

• It’s hard for me to pay attention when I’m upset. Can we talk later?

• You seem upset. Will you tell me why?

• What I said earlier was wrong. I should have said…

• I want to fix my mistake, but I’m not sure how.
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Knowing when to apologize
Whether you’re communicating with one person or a group, miscommunications 

and conflicts can happen. Maybe you’re in a bad mood, and you hurt your friend’s 

feelings. Maybe your group can’t decide on a plan for your presentation. Conflicts 

are part of communication, and you can fix them.

Sometimes, apologizing is the best way to fix things. Saying you’re sorry can help the 

other person feel better so you can get back to communicating better.

Compromise means a middle ground. It’s 
a result that’s somewhere in the middle 
between your idea and someone else’s.

If you need to apologize, make sure you:

• Take some time to cool down from the conflict

• Think about what you could have done differently or better

• Decide whether you need to apologize to one person or to a group

• Prepare what you want to say

• Listen to other people when they share their feelings

If you can’t decide on an idea or a plan with others, try suggesting a compromise. 

When we work with others, not everything can go exactly as we want it to. We need 

to know when to listen to other people’s ideas, and when to accept that sometimes 

things turn out differently than we wanted them to.
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The best way to improve your communication skills is to use them every day in 

new ways. Here are some ideas.

Practice 

The more you practice, the more comfortable you’ll feel with communication. 

Spend time talking with friends and family. Join conversations at work. Talk to a 

stranger in a situation where you feel confident and safe. 

Read and write  
Reading will help you learn more words and build your thinking skills, which will 

help you communicate better. Writing down your thoughts can also help you 

feel more prepared for communication.

Record or videotape yourself  
Listen to your word choices, speed, and volume. Watch your non-verbal 

communication. It should communicate the same thing as your words.

Read a book or watch a video  

Check your local library or look online for books and videos about 

communication. Look for ones by experts who communicate professionally or 

who teach these skills.

Say yes 

When you’re invited to be part of a discussion, make a presentation, or 

communicate with a group, say yes. It will give you the chance to learn, practice, 

and build your skills.

Build your communication skills
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Congratulations!

My pledge

My action plan

You’ve completed the UP Skills for Work Communication workbook, and taken a step 

in building skills for learning, work, and life.

What did you learn about yourself as a communicator? Think about your attitude 

and your skills. How would you like to develop your communication skills?

For the last activity, we hope you will make a pledge.

The pledge can be personal, or you can share it with others.

Sometimes a pledge needs an action plan: a list of steps you’ll take to make your 

pledge happen. 

A pledge is a serious promise to yourself or to others.

I pledge to work on my communication skills by: 

What do I need to do first?

Who will support me?

How will I overcome setbacks and obstacles?


